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roman busts at houghton hall, lord Carnarvon’s 
Egyptian CollECtion, doha’s musEum of islamiC art

andrEas bEChtlEr

giving my 
 art away
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A
ndreas Bechtler has 
not come to art. it 
has been integral to 
his life from the 
start – helping Jean 
tinguely find 
pieces for his 
kinetic creations in 
the family attic in 

Zurich, driving from the summer home in 
Ascona to receive critical advice on his own art 
from a neighbour, Ben nicholson. now he is 
giving nearly 1,500 pieces of art – much 
inherited from his swiss parents, some acquired 
by him – to his adopted home town, charlotte, 
in north carolina. the Bechtler Museum, 
designed by his long-time friend Mario Botta, 
will open early next year as part of a new cultural 
centre driven by public-private leadership that 
could be a blueprint for cities around the world.
Until then, Mr Bechtler enjoys his art at home in 
charlotte’s comfortable suburbs. 

We go directly to the kitchen for coffee  
and sugar-coated Krispy Kreme doughnuts – 
‘you must have some, the headquarters are  
here in north carolina’, encourages the trim 
collector, dressed in drainpipe black jeans and  
an embroidered black shirt. His youthful, 
December-bronzed face breaks into a broad 
smile that carries a tinge of shyness. A black-ink 
print by shiko Munakata hangs behind the table, 
contemporary Murano water glasses stand on the 
open shelves, and a pair of white-feather angel’s 
wings is propped on north carolina artist randy 
schull’s wood sculpture, as a christmas 
decoration. ‘it is a little irreverent’, chuckles Mr 
Bechtler with a touch of swiss intonation. ‘one 
can’t always be too serious. life is like that.’

rarely has the child of collectors been such a 
vital part of both the collecting process and 
giving it away. ‘there is a variety of stuff, 70 
years of collecting – if you want to give it that 
name. i’ve never thought of it as that. it all 
evolved in an organic way. if you’d asked me  
if i’d have a museum 10 years ago, i’d have 
laughed. then it dawns on you that this is a great 
opportunity to give it to the public, to find a 
place. At first i thought of Mountain island 
lake.’ this is an idyllic 300-acre wooded 

The photographs illustrating this article are by Brian Smale. 1 Spirales Logarithmiques 
by Le Corbusier (Charles-Edouard Jeanneret), 1929-31, hangs over the mantelpiece in 
the den in Andreas Bechtler’s home in Charlotte. The three bronze sculptures in front 
of it are (left to right) Pierre Bonnard’s Le Printemps (Deux Baigneuses) (cast 1970); 
Henry Moore’s Reclining Figure (cast 1950); and Auguste Rodin’s Petite Faunesse (cast 
1962). 2 Andreas Bechtler in his bedroom in front of a work by Markus Raetz in ink 
on damask tablecloth, Akt (Nude) (1977)

A collector and the son of  collectors, Andreas Bechtler cherishes his 
family’s close links with artists ranging from Miró to Warhol. He has 
presented his collection to charlotte, north carolina, where next year  
it will be unveiled in a new museum, as he tells Louise Nicholson. 
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18 APOLLO

and the Arts & science council (asc) heard about 
the collection and soon had other ideas for it. 

in 2004 asc, the third largest institution of its 
kind in the United states after new York and san 
Francisco, updated a comprehensive 25-year cultural 
plan for charlotte, having looked closely at what 
other cites – in particular Denver, indianapolis, 
tampa and nashville – had done to reinvigorate 
their culture and economies through cultural 
institutions, sport, transport and tax incentives. 
charlotte looked to its strengths: sport (top-level 
football, basketball, baseball, and stockcar racings) 
and banking. Bank of America’s headquarters are 
here, and works from its formidable art collection 
are exhibited in their forest of skyscrapers rising 

peninsula beside a reservoir just 20 minutes’ drive 
from the city, which he bought in 1997, when his 
former charlotte home was to be engulfed in 
development and ‘the deer would no longer be 
coming to my kitchen’. there he built little italy 
Peninsula Arts center, with studios for artists.  

His plan was to add a museum. ‘When i inherited 
the pieces in 2003, my sister and i flipped a coin for 
who would start. My vision at that time was for a 
museum in the woods. i woke up in the middle of 
one night and it was all clear: i’d build a little 
structure and people would come out to it. Botta 
was the logical architect. He’s swiss, he did the 
tinguely museum. it was easy, he enjoyed it, the 
spirit of it.’ Meanwhile, charlotte’s corporate leaders 

3 Mr Bechtler in the 
living room with his 
piano. On the wall 
behind him is Tom 
Wesselmann’s serigraph 
Bedroom Face (1987) 
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4 Bechtler family 
portraits by Andy Warhol 
lean against the wall in 
Mr Bechtler’s study.  
On the wall behind the 
sofa are pencil portrait 
drawings of Mr Bechtler’s 
daughters by Ben Long, 
above oils by Warhol

5 A box of small works  
in bronze by Alberto 
Giacometti

6 Sculptures by Alberto 
Giacometti: Femme  
assisse (Annette) (1956);  
a small gilded bronze 
head (1937); and a plaster 
lamp created for Jean 
Michel Frank

along the northern end of the city’s backbone  
tryon street, one of them designed by cesar Pelli.  
A newer arrival is Wachovia. its new 48-floor 
corporate center is at the south end of tryon 
street. it is on land beside it, given by Wachovia, 
that charlotte will soon have the Knight theater,  
a new home for the Mint Museum of craft & 
Design, and the Bechtler Museum. Across the road 
will be the Harvey B. gantt center for African 
American Arts, the nascar Hall of Fame for car 
racing, a convention centre and a light-rail station.

Few people knew about Mr Bechtler’s art. As 
Mark Bernstein, a supporter of asc remembers:  
‘We learnt that Andreas Bechtler was planning a 
museum way out. We thought, well, he must have  
a collection. We went out there. i felt like Ali Baba 

in the cave. it was an opportunity to expose 
modern and contemporary  european 
art in charlotte. We approached 

Andreas, it was a shot in the dark.  
His eyes lit up.’ With imaginative financing 

by asc’s lee Keesler, and some key leader-
ship from, among others, Ken lewis, ceo of 

Bank of America, and Ken thompson, then ceo 
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20 APOLLO

INTERVIEW WITH ANDREAS BECHTLER

‘look, it has the conch shell because he was studying 
the golden section, and the original frame, which 
we try to keep. it’s a perfect example of his work 
– the teaching and education part is always 
important.’ the painting was bought by his parents, 
Hans and Bessie, who were interested not just in  
the art but in the artists producing it, whom they 
integrated into their home and life on sonnen-
bergstrasse in Zurich. A niki de saint Phalle bird 
that stood beside their indoor swimming pool is  
now in Andreas’s upstairs lobby. 

‘When you just live you don’t think about it. You 
know these people – niki de saint Phalle, tinguely 
– they were friends, i would have all the media from 
them. it makes it interesting to have a drawing, a 
sculpture, a painting, prints, all by an artist, to make 
groupings. its gives a true picture of the way an artist 
works. it becomes a more intimate, more humanised 
way of looking at art.’ 

on the shelf below the le corbusier are bronzes 
by Bonnard, rodin and Moore. ‘i bought this 
recently, the little Henry Moore. A larger piece was 
in my father’s collection which went to my sister.  
i want to have three dimensions. i love small things. 
i think it is great to go from very small to very big.’ 
He spreads his arms wide, smiling quizzically. 

Perhaps this enjoyment of the small comes from 
his german grandfather J. c. Bechtler, a silversmith 
in Allahabad and lucknow, who did well and 
returned to europe to live in switzerland. His two 
sons, Hans and Walter, founded the company that 
became luwa air conditioning. ‘For my parents, to 
be an artist was not an option. i’m an economist. 
there was this hope i would take the reins. i came 
to the states and fell in love with the power of 

of Wachovia, the whole complex will be open by  
the end of 2010, debt free. ‘it all came together’, 
sums up Mr Keesler, ‘in what seems like an act  
of providence.’

‘it took me a little while to adjust,’ recalls  
Mr Bechtler, ‘because all my thoughts were for 
calmness in the woods’. the adjustment is two-fold: 
a more public role for his collection and for himself, 
usually a private man. We move to the den, where 
he picks up a little sam Francis painting propped  
on a sideboard. it was the first piece of art he 
bought. ‘i was 16. i had a school friend who was  
the son of very fine dealers, [Walter and Marianne] 
Feilchenfeld. sam Francis was his godfather. We 
each took a painting from Feilchenfeld. i had an 
allowance but i had to wait a bit, we both had to,  
to have the money.’ Mr Bechtler was still only 16 
when he had his first exhibition of his own work,  
in Ascona, guided in his development by three of  
his parents’ local artist friends: italo Valenti, Julius 
Bissier and Ben nicholson. the two activities – 
acquiring art and making art – have continued 
non-stop through his life. 

Mr Bechtler crosses the room to where le 
corbusier’s oil painting Spirales Logarithmiques of 
1929-31 hangs above the mantlepiece (Fig. 1). 

7 Albatros, a painting in 
acrylic on cardboard by 
Jean Tinguely, 1991  

8 Composition by 
Fernand Léger (1881-

1955), 1933. Oil on  
canvas, 65.4 x 46.4 cm
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freedom, whereas in switzerland everything is so 
precise.’ He founded a company making precision 
tool and die stamps, which was later reabsorbed into 
luwa, ‘but not for me to be the big shot’.

the hall overlooks a garden where billows of 
steam rise from the heated open-air swimming pool; 
Mr Bechtler swims the year round. indoors, a large 
pastel by edgar Degas, Femme s’essuyant après le Bain 
(1883), hangs on the stairs, an early purchase by his 
parents. ‘My father was an engineer, went to mit, 
came home, and Andreas was born! they bought 
Zurich’s first pre-fab concrete building. they had 
absolutely no art.’ their collecting methods were 
well balanced: ‘the engine was my dad, the brakes 
were my mum. their daring was to go with their 
instinct. they bought on the safe side, but as they 
continued they became more sure of their eye.’

A corner under the stairs is the stage set for a 
kinetic sculpture by Jean tinguely (Fig. 9). At Mr 
Bechtler’s prompting, i press a button on the floor 
and the sculpture groans into life, its buffalo head 
rearing. ‘My father shot this buffalo in Africa and 
kept it in his attic. tinguely always got his sculptures 
from there. i would go with him to the attic.’ Years 
later, when Mr Bechtler was constructing the 
carillon building in charlotte, he commissioned 
tinguely to make a huge piece for the lobby.  

We walk into the large living room dominated  
by a grand piano (Fig. 3) – Mr Bechtler plays with 
friends every tuesday, ‘making stories and pictures 
with music’. Alberto giacometti’s portrait Annette, 
of 1961, hangs on one wall, near a Diego giacometti 
table commissioned by cecil Beaton. there’s a 
colourful tom Wesselmann that he bought locally,  

a georges rouault landscape hides in a corner.  
in the study (Fig. 4), two big picture strips propped 
against the wall are family portraits by Andy Warhol 
commissioned in the 1970s, the genesis for his 
pop-art society portraits. ‘My parents were brilliant 
in their gathering of pieces’, he remembers. ‘some 
they bought, some were given. later you become 
aware of the importance of the collection, the 
obligation: to take care of it, to find a place for it.’ 

Back through the hall, past two of Mr Bechtler’s 
own computer-generated pigment print landscapes, 
we pause at a giacometti table lamp (Fig. 6). ‘We 
had no plaster work by him. now we are buying 
conscientiously to build on the strengths of the 
collection, to fill the gaps.’ in the dining room, a 
circular table is loaded with intriguing treats – livres 
d’artistes, drawings, little bronzes. they include a rag 
Hans Bechtler found on the floor of Joan Miró’s 
studio in 1963; Miró later drew on it. Hans’s son 
dashes off, returning with a handful of Miró’s letters. 
‘isn’t this all wonderful? i grew up with these three 
things: the artist, knowing the artists, gathering and 
acquiring art. indivisible.’ this is the very personal 
collection that Mr Bechtler is giving the world. ‘it’s 
easy, it’s so right what i’m doing. it’s not forced’.  
He concludes: ‘it’s good you saw it in the house.’

9 Le buffle, a kinetic 
sculpture by Jean 
Tinguely, 1989-90. On 
the wall to the left is 
Femme s’essuyant après  
le bain, a pastel by  
Edgar Degas (1883);  
on the right are letters 
and works on paper  
by Tinguely 

10 Projet pour un 
monument à W.C.  
Fields by Max Ernst 
(1891-1976), 1957.  
Oil on canvas, 115.6  
x 90 cm
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